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Abstract

Brightness profiles of X-ray and VUV lines from eight molybdenum charge states

between Mo 23+ and Mo 33+ have been measured in Alcator C-Mod plasmas. These

spatial profiles agree very well with those predicted by a model which includes

ionization, recombination, excitation and transport. Comparison with the profiles

of many different charge states provides severe constraints upon the rates used in

the -model. The charge state density profiles are calculated using measured impu-

rity transport coefficients, measured electron density and temperature profiles and

newly calculated ionization and recombination rate coefficients. These new rate co-

efficients include direct collisional ionization, excitation-autoionization, dielectronic

and radiative recombination. Excitation-autoionization is shown to be an important

process, since the excellent agreement between the measurements and predictions is

obtained only with its inclusion. Fits to newly calculated excitation rate coefficients

for the transitions are also presented.
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Introduction

There is renewed interest in the use of high Z plasma facing components in

the next generation of magnetically-confined fusion devices, so the tradition of the

study of highly ionized molybdenum (Z = 42) continues. The primary concern is

that radiated power from molybdenum ions in a burning core will be detrimental

to energy confinement and to ignited performance. In particular, upper limits on

the fraction of high Z ions in the core of an ignited plasma have been calculated 1 .

For molybdenum this upper limit concentration is ~10-3, while for tungsten it

is ~10-4. Thus, the ability to determine accurately concentrations and radiated

power fractions of high Z elements is important if these elements are present in future

tokamak fusion reactors. This capability is already desired in the present generation

of tokamaks. The major plasma facing components in the Alcator C-Mod Tokamak2

are molybdenum tiles. The FTU tokamak has a molybdenum toroidal belt limiter3

The TEXTOR tokamak has experimented with molybdenum and with tungsten

limiters4 , and Asdex-Upgrade has investigated the use of tungsten as a divertor

target material 5 .

To determine the concentrations and radiated power fractions from measure-

ments of line brightnesses, the charge state balance and line excitation rates must

be known. For determining charge state balance, knowledge of the important ion-

ization and recombination processes is necessary, as is quantitative evaluation of the

rates, and knowledge both of the impurity transport and the electron density and

temperature profiles. For the relatively low density (ne < 5 x 102 1 m-3) conditions

obtained in tokamak plasmas, the ionization balance of impurity ions is determined

by collisions with electrons, radiative and dielectronic recombination, and transport.

A collisional-radiative model is used to predict line emission. The important ioniza-

tion processes are the well known "direct ionization" and excitation-autoionization

(EA). The importance of EA as an ionization process has been noted previously',

where rate coefficients for simpler ions (e.g. Na-like and Li-like) have been calcu-

lated for lower Z elements. EA cross-sections for the simpler ions of heavier
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elements, including Mo, have also been calculated7 . However, until recently', there

was no comprehensive set of excitation-autoionization and dielectronic recombina-

tion (DR) rate coefficients for the relevant (Mo23 + - Mo33+) charge states of molyb-

denum. (Fully relativistic ab initio calculations of DR for Ne-like and F-like Mo are

available'.) It is this comprehensive set of accurate atomic physics data which is

necessary for the precise modelling of molybdenum in a tokamak plasma.

It has been shown that the EA rate coeffiecients8 used in this paper can dom-

inate (by a factor of 3) those of direct collisional ionization for some molybdenum

charge states10 . When the rates' for DR in Mo2 3+ through Mo33+ are compared

with radiative recombination, it seen that DR is the dominant recombination pro-

cess. To determine the power radiated from each ionization state, it is necessary

to identify the important radiative transitions and their excitation (population)

mechanisms. This paper compares measured and calculated brightness profiles of

selected lines from eight molybdenum charge states. The agreement between exper-

iment and prediction over the profiles of many ionization states requires that the

ionization and excitation rate coefficients be accurate and that impurity transport

be well characterized. Finally, the confidence in the ionization balance and excita-

tion modeling, which this comparison brings, allows accurate determination of the

molybdenum concentration from measured line brightnesses.

The organization of this paper is as follows: First, an overview of Alcator C-

Mod and the x-ray and VUV spectrometer systems is presented. There follows

the calculation of charge state distributions from MIST", the transport code used

to model the molybdenum impurity. This will show the importance of excitation-

autoionization as an ionization process for many of the charge states. Next are

shown the newly calculated excitation rate coefficients for several of the observed

x-ray and VUV lines, analytic approximations to the rate coefficients, and a com-

parison of measured and calculated central chord line brightnesses for several transi-

tions in Mo3 2+. The main body of this paper compares the measured and predicted

radial brightness profiles of VUV and x-ray lines from eight molybdenum charge

states (Mo 2 3+ - Mo 25+, Mo2 9 + - Mo 3 3 +), and the calculation of absolute molybde-
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num densities in the plasma.

Alcator C-Mod and Instrumental Descriptions

Alcator C-Mod is a compact (a = 0.225 m, R = 0.665 m), high magnetic field

diverted tokamak2 , with the capability of 4 MW of auxiliary heating power at 80

MHz. The parameter ranges achieved for the device to date are 2.5 T < BT 6.5

T, .3 MA < Ip < 1.2 MA, .2 x 10 2 0M- 3 < ne < 2.5 X 10 2 0 m-3 1 .0 < K 1.8 and

.7 keV < To < 4.5 keV. Most of the plasma facing components, in particular the

divertor and inner wall, are made of molybdenum.

The x-ray spectra presented here were recorded by a five chord, independently

spatially scannable, high resolution x-ray spectrometer array12. Each von Hamos

type spectrometer consists of a variable entrance slit, a quartz crystal (2d = 6.687

A) and a position sensitive proportional counter detector. Each spectrometer has

a resolving power of 4000, a 2 cm spatial resolution and a wavelength range of 2.8

to 4.1 A. Spectra are typically collected every 50 ms during a discharge, with 120

mA covered at any one wavelength setting. A nominal value of the spectrome-

ter luminosity function is 7 x 10-13 m 2sr, calculated from the crystal reflectivity,

spectrometer geometry, detector sensitivity and Be window transmission.

VUV spectra were obtained with a 2.2 in, absolute intensity calibrated, grazing

incidence spectrograph13 , which utilizes a micro-channel plate detector coupled to

a 1024 element, self-scanning (Reticon0 4 ) linear array. Spectral resolution of the

instrument is typically .5 to 1 A. The line-of-sight can be scanned vertically on a

shot-to-shot basis, with a spatial resolution at the plasma of 1.5 cm . The 1" order

wavelength range of the system is from 60 to 1100 A, with ~50 A covered at one

time. Spectra can be collected in as little as 0.5 ms, although for this work, typical

integration times were 2 ms.

The scanning ranges of the two systems are shown in Fig. 1, superimposed on

a magnetic flux surface reconstruction from EFIT"5 . In order to display the chord
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brightness profiles and to compare them with model predictions, it is assumed that

the emissivity is a flux function. Thus the profiles are plotted versus the minor

radius of a point determined as follows: first, the flux surface to which the viewing

chord is tangent is found, then this point is mapped along the flux surface to the

plasma midplane. The viewing chord "p" is the minor radius (measured from the

magnetic axis) of this mapped point. This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1 by

the thick curved lines running from the viewing chords to the midplane. p for the

VUV line of sight is 18.2 cm, the difference between the asterisk at .866 m and the

magnetic axis at R=.684 m (the + sign). p for the x-ray line of sight, shown by the

diamond, is 9.7 cm.

A second VUV instrument has been used to measure the shot-to-shot variation

of molybdenum emission which occurred while the VUV spectrograph was being

scanned in space. A Multi-Layer-Mirror-based (MLM) polychromator 6 , looking

approximately through the midplane, monitored the Na-like Mo31+ line emission at

128 A with 7 A (FWHM) resolution, and the Mo 25+ emission and quasi-continuum

at 76 A with 3 A resolution.

The Charge State Distributions

The charge state distribution for molybdenum can be calculated from the

MIST 11 impurity transport code, incorporating the new excitation-autoionization

and dielectronic recombination rates from Ref. (8), using measured electron tem-

perature and density profiles, and impurity transport coefficients. As an example for

calculating charge state density profiles, consider a typical ICRF heated discharge17,

the time evolution of which is depicted in Fig. 2. During the current flat top of .8

MA, the RF power was around 1 MW, the central electron temperature was 2200

eV and the central electron density was 1.6 x 10 2 0 m-3 . Also shown are the time

histories of VUV and x-ray emission from central molybdenum charge states, Mo31+

and Mo 3 2+, and Zeff from the visible continuum. There is a deliberate molybde-
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num injection at .4 s from the laser blow-off injection system. For this particular

5.4T, deuterium discharge, the electron temperature and density profiles, obtained

from the ECE'5 and laser interferometer19 diagnostics, are shown in Fig. 3, at .4

and .65 s. Impurity transport is modeled as

r
r, = -DVn + Vo n-, (1)

a

where D = 0.5 m 2/sec and Vo = 2 m/sec, values determined from other impurity

injection experiments 20 , and consistent with the ~20 ms exponential decay time

of the VUV signal in Fig. 2. Shown in Fig. 4a are the fractional abundances of

molybdenum charge states as a function of minor radius in the plasma, calculated

following Eq.(1) in Ref (21), using the new ionization and recombination rates,

and the profiles from Fig. 3 at .65 seconds. The new ionization rate coefficients

include contributions from direct ionization, calculated using the formulas found

in Ref. 22, and for EA as found in Ref. 8. Ne-like Mo 3 2+ is the dominant state

over most of the interior plasma and the neighboring charge states are all present

in appreciable quantities. The Na-like Mo3 1+ profile peaks around 7 cm. and the

Cl-like Mo 2 5+ profile peaks at 13.8 cm. Shown for comparison in Fig. 4b are

the charge state profiles calculated using older ionization 23 rates with no EA and

recombination 24 -2 6 rates using a semi-empirical form for DR. There is a striking

difference in the core charge state distribution, largely due to the effects of the

more accurate calculation of direct collisional ionization and inclusion of excitation-

autoionization. The central fractional abundance of Mo32+ is a factor of 3 lower in

Fig. 4b than in Fig. 4a, and the profile shapes have all changed. The Mo3 1+ state

is now centrally peaked and the peak in Mo 25+ is at 12.8 cm. These differences can

strongly affect conclusions about molybdenum densities in the plasma from various

charge states. In order to calculate line emissivities, the excitation rates are also

needed.

The Observed Spectral Lines
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The x-ray and VUV lines used in this paper for comparison with the model

profile predictions are listed in Table I. They are from eight charge states between

F-like Mo3 3 + and K-like Mo23+. For the electron temperatures obtained in Alcator

C-Mod, these states reside in the central two-thirds of the plasma. Representative

spectra including these lines, taken along central viewing chords, are shown in Figs.

5a-8a. Fig. 5a displays the x-ray spectrum between 3.7 and 3.8 A, taken during

the ICRF heated period of the discharge. Observed are 2p-4d transitions in charge

states between Mo 30+ and Mo 33+. This spectrum is dominated by the 2pA-4d
2 2

transition in Mo3 2+ at 3.7398 A27. Other strong transitions in the spectral range

from 3.6 to 3.7 A from these centrally located charge states, for a similar shot, are

shown in Fig. 6a. This spectrum is dominated by the 2p1-4da transition in the

Ne-like state at 3.6261 A27. In Fig. 7a is the VUV spectrum between 115 and

130 A, taken during the deliberate molybdenum injection into a discharge similar

to that shown in Fig. 2. It shows the strong 3s-3p transitions from the charge

states Mo31+ and Mo3 O+, and a 3p-3d transition from Mo2 9 +. The VUV central

chord spectrum between 65 and 85 A is shown in Figs. 8a and 8b. Most of the

strong features are from the Mo 2 3+ through Mo 2 5 + charge states and are emitted

from regions near r/a~0.6. The wavelengths of some of these lines shown in Figs

5-8 and listed in Table I have been previously measured in TFR2 8, ST 2 9 , DITE3 0 ,

PLT3 1 ,3 2 , TEXT 33 - 3 8 , Alcator C-Mod 2 7 , exploding wires 3 9 and/or laser produced

plasmas4 0,33 38 .

Excitation Rates

Electron impact excitation rates for these and other lines have been generated

using the HULLAC suite of codes. HULLAC includes the parametric potential code

RELAC 41,42 which calculates the ab initio relativistic wavefunctions, energy levels,

and radiative transition probabilities. Also included is the CROSS suite of codes43

which computes the electron impact excitation rate coefficients in the distorted wave

approximation. The calculated coefficients allow for a self-consistent determination
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of the steady-state populations of all levels at a given temperature and density in a

collisional-radiative model. For Ne-like through Mg-like molybdenum, the dominant

steady-state population is in a single (ground) state. As an example, shown in Fig.

9 are excitation rate coefficients as a function of electron temperature for the two

2p-nd series of Mo32+ with 4 < n < 12. The solid lines are for the 2pa -ndA series

and the dotted lines are for the 2p1-ndi series.

For ease of use in modeling codes, fits to the excitation rate coefficients have

been made using the formalism in Ref.(44). The excitation rate coefficient is fit to

the function

1.58 x 1 fi, g e(-E/Te) cm 3 / (2)

where fij is the oscillator strength, Te is the electron temperature (eV), Eij is the

transition energy (eV) and g is the average Gaunt factor, given by

g = A + (By - Cy 2 + D) ey Ej(y) + Cy (3)

where y = Eij/Te and El(y) is the exponential integral. A, B, C and D are numerical

constants. For the appropriate transitions, the calculated excitation rate coefficients

of the CROSS codes are fit by taking C = 0 and D = .28, as recommended in Ref.

44, and varying the parameters A and B. The fits for A and B, along with the

wavelengths and oscillator strengths for the transitions of Table I and the high n

series of Mo 3 2 + are given in Table II. Using these values for A and B gives analytic

approximations to the excitation rate coefficients which are within 1% for the x-ray

lines and 3% for the VUV lines compared to the calculated values.

Given electron density and temperature profiles, charge state density profiles,

excitation rates and viewing lines of sight, emissivity profiles and chordal bright-

nesses may be calculated. As a test of the relative accuracy of the excitation rates

for the An > 2 x-ray transitions in Mo3 2+, the measured and predicted brightnesses

are compared. Central chord brightnesses of the 2pg-ndi and 2p 1 -nd3 series in
2 2 2 1

Mo 32+ were observed from a series of similar 460 kA, 5.2 T deuterium discharges

with neo = 7.7 x 10"m- 3 and Te0 = 2300 eV, and are shown as symbols in Fig. 10.
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The calculated brightnesses as a function of n are shown as the curves in Fig. 10,

normalized at only one point (the 2pa-4ds brightness) and the agreement is quite

good. Note that the brightnesses do not follow a smooth n-3 dependence due to

the configuration interaction between certain levels45 ,27 which, in particular, leads

to an enhancement of the 2p3-7dE line at the expense of the 2p 1 -6d line. This is

also reflected in the excitation rate coefficients shown in Fig 9. There are no data

points for the 2pi-8dg and 2pi-9da transitions because these are not resolved in

wavelength from the 2pj-11d5 and 2pa-14da transitions2 7 , respectively.

Molybdenum Densities and Brightness Profiles

Since the upper states of almost all of these transitions are populated primarily

by direct electron impact excitation, the brightnesses of the VUV and x-ray lines

are related to the absolute molybdenum density in the plasma as

nmo - (f (4)
(f ne(b) fMo(b) Qeff (Te(,)) dl) e

where B is the measured brightness of a particular line of interest, ne and T,

are measured electron density and temperature profiles (as in Fig. 3), fMo is the

normalized profile of the appropriate charge state (calculated from MIST, as in

Fig. 4), Qeff is the "effective" excitation rate coefficient (Eq. 2) of the line (where

"effective" includes the fact that for some charge states (Mo 23+,24+,25+,29+) there

is a significant population not in the ground state), E is the branching ratio for

the transition, and V, is the flux surface coordinate. The use of ' implies the

assumption that the dependent quantity is constant over a flux surface. The integral

is performed along the observation line of sight. The central molybdenum density

has been determined from three separate diagnostics for the discharge shown in Fig.

2, during the molybdenum injection at .4 seconds. From the increase in the Mo 3 1+

128 A line emission, a central molybdenum density of 6.9 x 1016 m-3 at the injection

peak is determined. From the increase of the Mo 32 + line at 3.7398 A, a density of

2.9 x 1016 m-3 is obtained in the same fashion, in reasonable agreement. There is
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a 30% uncertainty in the sensitivity of the VUV observations at this wavelength,

and the luminosity function of the x-ray spectrometers is only accurate to within a

factor of two. The molybdenum density may also be obtained from the increase in

Zeff due to the injection. From Fig. 2, the increase in Zeff was .25, which gives a

molybdenum density of

nmo Zff n, 3.3 x 10 1 6 m-3
(ZMOXZMO -1)

using ZM,=32, in good agreement with the densities determined from line bright-

nesses.

Alternatively, given the total molybdenum density in the plasma, brightnesses

of individual lines may be calculated from Eq. 4. From the calculated line bright-

nesses, synthetic spectra may be generated, using instrumental and Doppler widths,

and measured or theoretical wavelengths. In this way the central chord Mo spectra

in these VUV and x-ray spectral regions have been generated using the MIST code

and the new atomic physics rates. The predicted spectra are shown in Figures 5b,

6b, 7b and 8c. The wavelengths used for the prediction are given in Table I for

the VUV lines and taken from Ref. 27 for the x-ray lines. As shown, the relative

intensities of the lines from various charge states are in good agreement with the

observations, especially in Figs 5-7. In Figure 8, there are differences of -50% in

the intensity of the Mo15 + line at 76.6 A, in the relative intensities of the Mo2 3+

lines at 71-72 A, and in the features at 75.7 and 78.5 A. These clearly resolved lines

are seen on top of a "quasi-continuum" of emission. In order to measure the line

brightnesses, this "continuum", assumed to be smooth function of wavelength, has

been subtracted, with the result shown in Fig 8b. This is to be compared with

the Mo spectrum predicted for these charge states, shown in Fig 8c. Although the

agreement is within a factor of 2, it is not as good as that found for emission from

higher charge states (see Figs 5-7). Work in progress indicates that the "quasi-

continuum" is actually the sum of many unresolved lines from charge states lower

than Mo23+ and is not as smooth as assumed in the subtraction. Thus the actual
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shape of the unresolved emission influences the determination of the Mo 23+-Mo 2 5+

line brightnesses and may lead to the observed disagreement.

The spectra from Figs. 5a-8a were from central chord observations. The VUV

and x-ray spectrometers are scannable in the vertical plane, to obtain spectra along

different radii. Shown in Figs. 5c-7c are spectra from the same wavelength ranges

as Figs. 5a-7a, respectively, for similar discharges, but from non-central lines of

sight. In Fig. 5c is a spectrum taken along a line of sight which is tangent to the

flux surface that is 6.5 cm (i.e. p=6.5 cm) outside the plasma center on the plasma

midplane. The overall intensities are greatly reduced from Fig. 5a, the Mo 3 1+

line has grown relative to the Mo 32 + transition, and the Mo 33 + line has nearly

disappeared. Shown in Fig. 6c is a spectrum at 6.7 cm for the same spectral range

as Fig. 6a . The Na-like Mo 31+ line has increased and the F-like Mo 3 3 + line has

decreased compared to the Ne-like Mo12+ line. The intensities of all the lines are

greatly diminished compared to the central chord spectrum. Shown in Fig. 7c is a

VUV spectrum obtained along a line of sight with p=7.4 cm. The overall intensity

of the Na-like line has decreased a factor of three or so, much less than in the case of

the x-ray transitions. This is a result of the strong temperature dependence in the

excitation rate coefficients of the x-ray lines. The Al-like Mo 29+ line has increased

relative to the stronger Mg-like and Na-like lines.

Complete spatial brightness profiles have been obtained by scanning the spec-

trometer systems on a shot by shot basis during a sequence of similar discharges. For

the x-ray brightness profiles, one spectrometer was maintained viewing the plasma

center to serve as a monitor of the molybdenum brightness, in case there was any

variation shot to shot. For the VUV profiles, the VUV MLM (measuring the emis-

sions at 128 A and 76 A) provided the normalization while the spectrograph was

being scanned. The shot-to-shot variation in the 128 A line was ±30% over the

molybdenum injections at 0.4 s. Radial brightness profiles of the five most intense

x-ray lines (3.6149, 3.6261, 3.6710, 3.7398 and 3.7857 A), obtained during the 1

MW portion of the RF pulse in several similar shots, are shown in Fig. 11. The
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Mo 3 2+ profiles (Xs and plus signs) dominate over the inner half of the plasma. The

Mo 3 1+ profile shapes (squares and diamonds) are broader, and the Mo3 3 + profile

(asterisks) is more narrow than the Mo32+ profiles. Also shown in the figure are

the calculated brightness profiles (curves) for the five lines, and the agreement is

excellent. All of the profile shapes and the relative intensities are well matched

by the calculations. This agreement indicates that the combination of the electron

temperature and density profiles, the transport coefficients and the excitation, ion-

ization and recombination rates is well characterized for these ionization states over

the inner 10 cm. In this region the electron temperature and density profiles and

impurity transport coefficients are independently measured and well known. (Fig.3)

The excitation rates, at least for MoS2+, agree with the observations, as shown in

Fig. 10. Thus the match in Fig. 11 is taken as evidence in support of the charge

state profiles shown in Fig. 4a. The brightness profiles calculated from the charge

state profiles of Fig. 4b (i.e. those without EA) are shown in Fig. 12, along with

the measured profiles. Both the profile shapes and the relative intensities do not

represent the data, demonstrating the importance of excitation-autoionization in

the overall ionization rate and the sensitivity of this comparison.

VUV brightness profiles have been obtained in the same fashion during the

molybdenum injection at .4 seconds (Fig. 2). Shown in Fig. 13 are the comparisons

between the measured (points) and predicted profiles (lines) of Mo3 1+, Mo 31+,

Mo 29 +, Mo 2 5 +, Mo 2 4 + and Mo 2 3 + line brightnesses. There is a single normalization,

in this case made to a by-eye match to the near-central chord brightnesses of the

Mo 31+ line (although a normalization to the Mo 3 0 + line would yield an equally good

fit). The agreement is quite good, especially for the near-central chord brightnesses,

except that the four Mo 2 3+ lines around 71 A are predicted to be -50% lower (this

is also evident in Fig 8). There are some systematic differences in all the profiles

for p >Z 9 cm. The observed profiles are somewhat narrower than predicted, and

Mo 25+ and Mo24+ profiles peak inside of the predictions. It is unclear what is

responsible for these differences; there are uncertainties in the electron temperature

profiles in the outer regions of the plasma, and the impurity diffusion coefficient
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has been taken to be spatially constant, which may not be the case. Both of these

effects can contribute to uncertainties in the calculated brightness profiles in the

outer regions. The differences between the measured profiles and those calculated

without inclusion of the new EA and DR rates are NOT subtle, as shown in Fig.

14. In this comparison the normalization is made to the central chord brightness

of the Mo3 O+ line. Normalization to the Mosi+ line would yield discrepancies of a

factor of ~8 in the comparisons of the central chord brightnesses of the Mo 29+, and

Mo 25+ - Mo2 3+ lines. As is, the discrepancies are ~3 for Mo31+ and Mo 2 9 +, and a

factor of about 2.5 for the other lines. Again, these differences are largely due to

the absence of EA in the ionization rate coefficients.

It is clear from these profile observations that determination of a total molyb-

denum density from the central chord line brightness from a centrally peaked charge

state will be sensitive to the accuracy of the ionization balance for that charge state.

Errors in the ionization balance will not as greatly affect a molybdenum density de-

termination from a charge state which peaks outside of the core, because even if it

appears at a temperature different than predicted, the predictions still show it in

its maximum fractional abundance at some temperature. For example, calibrating

the molybdenum density to the non-central Mo 2 9+ 122.42 A line brightness in both

Figs 13 and 14 results in a difference of only a factor of -20% in the deduced molyb-

denum density. However, as implied in the previous paragraph, the difference in

the molybdenum density is over a factor of 4, when deduced using the old and new

accurate ionization balance and when using the Mosi+ line. Of course measure-

ments using a non-central charge state will not yield a determination of the central

molybdenum concentration. Therefore, an accurate ionization balance calculation

is crucial for an accurate central molybdenum concentration.

Conclusions

A systematic study of the atomic physics of emission from medium-to-high

charge states of molybdenum has been performed by comparing the measured
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brightness profiles of lines from eight ionization states with those predicted by a

model which determines the ionization balance and impact excitation rates, uses

the measured impurity transport coefficients and electron density and temperature

profiles, and includes reconstruction of instrumental views through the plasma. In

the calculation, excitation rate coefficients and level populations were calculated

using the HULLAC package. The relative magnitudes of the excitation rate coeffi-

cients for the set of 2p-nd x-ray transitions in Mo3 2+ were shown to be consistent

with the measured brightnesses, even reproducing the subtle effects which occur as

a result of configuration mixing. The excitation rate coefficients for a large number

of observed lines have been fit to a common analytic expression.

Initial quantitative comparisons of measured profiles with model predictions

which included only direct ionization indicated that the charge state balance was

not being correctly modeled. Calculations in Ref. 8 of the excitation-autoionization

rate coefficients showed that this process was a significant ionization mechanism at

least for the charge states Mo 26 + through Mo31+. Inclusion of these rate coefficients

and of ab initio dielectronic recombination rate coefficients, calculated specifically

for Mo2 5 + through Mo 33 +, resulted in excellent agreement between the experi-

mental profiles and those predicted. The improvement in the comparison is due

primarily to the enhanced ionization rates brought about by EA. With this good

agreement, accurate molybdenum concentration determinations can be made from

brightness measurements of a single line. In fact, the determination of the molybde-

num concentration in Alcator C-Mod appears now to be limited to the instrumental

calibration uncertainties (-50%) rather than the model uncertainties.

The measurement of the spatial brightness profiles of lines from several centrally-

peaked charge states does provide a reasonable test for predictions of the ionization

balance.
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Table Captions

Table I The x-ray and VUV lines, wavelengths and transition designations used

for profile measurements. The upper states of the x-ray transitions are indicated

by a series of jj-coupled orbitals; - represents l-s, while + represents l+s.

Table II X-ray and VUV lines for which excitation rates have been calculated.

fij are the oscillator strengths and A and B are constants used in an empirical fit

to the Gaunt factor (Eq. 3). The fijs for the An>1 x-ray lines are from Ref. 27,

while those for the An=O VUV lines were calulated using the CROSS codes.
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Table I

Isosequence Charge State Wavelength (A) Transition

Fl 33+ 3.614927 2p5 J=3/2 - (2p_ )2 (2p+) 2 4d+ J=5/2
2p' J=3/2 - (2p-_) 2 (2p+) 2 4d+ J=3/2

Ne 32+ 3.626127 2p' - (2p_)(2p+)4 4d_ J=1
3.7398 2p6 - (2p) 2 (2p±) 34d+ J=1

Na 31+ 3.671027 2p6 3s - 2p-[3s]4d_ J=1/2
2p6 3s - 2p_[3s]4d- J=3/2

3.785727 2p 63s - 2p+[3s]4d+ J=3/2
126.99433 3p 2 P3 - 3d 2 D 5
127.87333 3s 2 S, - 3p 2p

Mg 30+ 3.715527 2p63s 2 - 2p- [3s 2 ]4d_ J=1
3.834827 2p 63s 2 - 2p+[3s 2 ]4d+ J=1
115.99934 3s 2 'So - 3s3p 1P,

Al 29+ 122.42035 3s2 3p 2 P,, - 3s 2 3d 2 D3
2 2

Cl 25+ 76.62436 3p5 2 P, - 3p4 (3 P)3d 2 D5
1 2

Ar 24+ 74.17137 3p6 'So - 3p 53d 'P 1

K 23+ 70.596 3 3p6 3d 2 D3 - 3p53d 2 (3 p) 2p,
2 2

70.72638 3p 63d 2 Da - 3p53d 2 (3F) 2 D3
2 2

71.17538 3p 63d 2 D E - 3p53d 2 (3p) 2 P3
2 2

72.050381 3p 6 3d 2 D, - 3p5 3d 2 (3 F) 2p5,
2 2
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Table II

Charge State Transition Wavelength (A)

.267 .13 .097

.517

.302

.214

.111

.119

.0197

.113

.0381

.0511

.0108

.0344

.0242

.0156

.00901

.0419

.00940

.0140

.00745

.090

.10

.14

.089

.11

.060

.12

.031

.043

.14

.12
-.09
.00
.22
-.061
.016
.093
.014

.14

.10

.068

.11

.096

.21

.075

.15

.13

.11

.079

.22

.036

.021

.20

.18

.097

.16

33+

32+

2p-4d

2p-4d
2p-4d
2p-5d
2p-5d
2p-6d
2p-6d
2p-7d
2p-7d
2p-8d
2p-8d
2p-9d
2p-9d
2p-10d
2p-10d
2p-11d
2p-11d
2p-12d
2p-12d

2p-4d
2p-4d
3s-3p

2p-4d
2p-4d
3s-3p

3p-3d

3p-3d

3p-3d

3p-3d
3p-3d
3p-3d
3p-3d

3.6149

3.7398
3.6261
3.3920
3.2958
3.2301
3.1414
3.1385
3.0549
3.0831
3.0007
3.0456
2.9664
3.0198
2.9411
3.0007
2.9228
2.9864
2.9102

3.7857
3.6710
127.873

3.8348
3.7155
115.999

122.420

76.624

74.171

70.596
70.726
71.175
72.050

.115 .47 .34

.695 .29 .48

1.75 .31 .41

.205

.723

.396

.697

.29

.28

.29

.30

.43

.43

.43

.43

.503 .11

.286 .069

.529 .43

fij A B

.307 .15 .050

.225 .064 .12

.201 .48 .33

31+

.068

.11

.38

30+

29+

25+

24+

23+
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Flux surface reconstructions showing the scanning ranges of the VUV

(dash-dot-dot-dot-dash) and x-ray (dashed) spectrometer systems. Also shown are

surfaces of the molybdenum tile armor, the reconstructed magnetic equilibrium,

two characteristic viewing lines-of-sight, and the mapping of those lines-of-sight to

a midplane p.

Fig. 2 Time histories of several parameters of interest for a 5.4 T, deuterium

ICRF heated discharge. Note the intentional injection of Mo at 0.4 s.

Fig. 3 Electron temperature (top) and density (bottom) spatial profiles at .65 s

(solid curves) and .4 s during the Mo injection (dotted lines).

Fig. 4 Calculated molybdenum charge state radial profiles a.) with excitation-

autoionization (EA) and new dielectronic recombination (DR) rates and b.) with

old DR rates and without EA. Solid lines are for even charge states and dashed

lines are for odd.

Fig. 5 The x-ray spectrum between 3.7 and 3.8 A, showing 2p-4d transitions in

the charge states Mo3O+ through Mo 3 3 +. Also visible are some argon and chlorine

lines. a.) Near central chord spectrum, b.) predicted central chord spectrum for

Ne-like (solid line), Na-like (dotted), Mg-like (dash-dot-dash) and F-like (dashed),

and c.) spectrum taken along an off-axis chord, p=6.5 cm.

Fig. 6 The x-ray spectrum between 3.6 and 3.7 A, showing 2p-4d transitions

in Na-, Ne- and F-like molybdenum. a.) Near central chord spectrum, b.) the

predicted central chord spectrum and c.) off-axis spectrum with p=6.7 cm.

Fig. 7 The VUV spectrum between 115 and 130 A. a.) Near central chord

spectrum, b.) predicted central chord Mo spectrum with the lines broadened to the

instrumental resolution of the spectrograph, and c.) spectrum at p=7.4 cm. The

actual equilibria and viewing chords are shown at the right.
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Fig. 8 The VUV spectrum between 65 and 85 A. a.) The measured near-

central chord spectrum with identifications of known lines, b.) the spectrum shown

in (a) with the unresolved "continuum" subtracted, and c) the predicted central

chord Mo spectrum with individual lines shown and broadened to the spectrograph's

instrumental resolution.

Fig. 9 Excitation rates as a function of electron temperature for the two 2p-nd

series with 4 < n < 12 of Mo3 2+.

Fig. 10 Measured (symbols) and calculated (lines) brightnesses for the two 2p-nd

series with 4 < n < 9 of Mo 3 2+ as a function of n.

Fig. 11 Measured (symbols) and calculated (lines) x-ray brightness profiles us-

ing the charge state density profiles of Fig. 4a. The solid lines are from Ne-like

molybdenum, dotted lines from Na-like and dashed lines from F-like.

Fig. 12 Measured (symbols) and calculated (lines) x-ray brightness profiles,

using the charge state density profiles of Fig. 4b.

Fig. 13 Measured (symbols) and calculated (lines) VUV brightness profiles for

Na-like, Mg-like, and Al-like Mo lines (a), and for Cl-like, Ar-like and K-like Mo

lines (b) using charge state density profiles which include EA and DR.

Fig. 14 Measured (symbols) and calculated (lines) VUV brightness profiles for

Na-like, Mg-like, and Al-like Mo lines (a), and for Cl-like, Ar-like and K-like Mo

lines (b) using charge state density profiles which do NOT include EA and DR.
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